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Abstract 
The purpose of this study was to investigate how elementary-aged srudenrs wirh inslrumen· 
tal experience lislen to unfamiliar music. My two research queslions were: lww do elemeniary 
inslrumentalisls caregorize unfamiliar music' and, how much attention do studen1s give discre1e 
musical elements (e.g. tempo, illSlrwnemation, and dynamics) as compared LO global musical 
characreristics (e.g. sryle. genre, and affect) when describing music? 
The par1icipants were fifth-grade stude111s who had played in the school band or orche~'lra 
for at least one year. After listening to fifteen short musical examples, rlre participants wro1e 
descriptions of the music, saned rhe examples into groups, and explained 1heir soriing straregies. 
Four categories of descriptors emerged: Elemental Music Descriprors. Extramusical Associative 
Descriptors, Affective Descriptors, and Other Descriptors. The participanls used elememal mu· 
sical terms most often, yer also included a subslantial number of extramusical associations and 
affective descriprors. The exrramusical associations were ojien based on personal experiences 
particular to each participanl and encompassed four recurring sub·tlremes common to many of 
the participants. 
Implications of this study for fuwre research mc/ude evaluating how sludents actually listen 
co music, using their own words, co provide a more complete understanding of their musical 
experiences. Instead of teaching music'analytically and piecemeal. music educators could honor 
all the categories of responses children have to music. Music listening instruction could facilitate 
more meaningful listening experiences in the classroom by adapting music instructio11 to i11volve 
associative and affeclive responses along with elemental musical descnptors. Instead of exer· 
cises in repeati11g memorized musical terms, music listeni11g experie11ces may be inves1iga1ed as 
opportunities for creative and critical thought. 
Introduction 
What do we hear when we liste::n to music? Conside::ring the various compone::nts 
of music from around the world, many elements may shape our listening experience. 
For example, listeners may attend to the music's tempo noticing its speed, the::y may 
notice the timbre of the sound and imagine what instrument is playing, or they may 
instead listen for the overall style of the music. In fact, listeners may notice any num-
ber of musical elements. The way lisceners attend to the music frames their experience 
of the music and their understanding of the piece. Cognitive studies have:: focused on 
verbally-based knowledge about music instead of on the musical experience itself 
(Cutietta & Taetle, 2002), and understanding how students listen to music is an impor-
tant area of research in music education (Fiske, 1997). Relevant questions about listeners' 
experience include: what do listeners attend to while liste::ning to music? do they focus 
on the same or different things? and how is their focus of attention associated with the 
meaning they attach to music? 
In established music education research, it is assumed tha1 S!Udents attend to mu· 
sical elements such as tempo, rhythm, and dynamics when listening to unfamiliar music 
(Cutietta & Taetle, 2002). Educators traditionally explain music in an analytical fash-
ion, talking about discrete musical elements, most often using words . Words, however, 
may not be the most effective:: means nor are they the only means researchers have to 
investigate musical understanding. Furthermore, discrete musical elements may be 
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mental cunstrucb used to cJtplain how we understand music only in n::trospect, not in 
the moment. These e leme nts may be abstrnctions, labeled in language that can only 
describe music clin ically after the listening eJtperiencc, post-mortem. As the well -known 
trumpeter Miles Davi s (1963) once commented, "I'll play it first and tell you whac it 
is later." 
The rationale for this study was similar to that cited by Rodriguez and Webster 
( 1997) in the ir invescigation of elementary students' verbal responses to a piece of 
classical music. By asking studencs a series of four 4ucstions to encourage incerpretivc 
n:sponses, the authors investigated the nacure of scudents ' verbal responses. Rodriguez 
and Webscer found thac fifth-grade students cltpressed their affective responses less 
concretely than younger students. The authors asserted that the fi fth-grade students 
demonstrated, "an emerging realization that the feelings e voked in musical experi-
ences are not s imply ' happy' or 'sad ' or even both, but increasingly beyond the realm 
of discourse" (p. 24 ). As Ric hardson and Whitaker ( 1992) reported, there is a 
need to embrace the affective as well as the cognitive components when listening to 
music in order to represent the who le of the student's li stening eJtpericnce. Studies 
based solely on verbal descriptors such as Rodriguez and Webster 's 1997 investigation 
of children 's ve rbal interpretive responses to music listen ing may overlook important 
affective responses. 
In this study, l investigated what e lementary-aged students attend tu when li ste n-
ing co unfamiliar music by studying their descriptions and categorizations of musical 
examples. Specifically, 1 examined students' written descriptors of musical examples, 
groupings the students made as they soned the musical examples, observations 1 made 
during the soni ng task, and interviews immediate ly following the sorting task to in-
quire into whac criteria informs students' categorization of music. My research questions 
were: how do eleme ntary instrumentalists categorize unfamiliar music? and, how much 
attention do students give discrete musical e leme nts (e.g. tempo, instrumentation, and 
dynamics) as compared to global musical characteristics (e.g . sty le, genre, and affect) 
when describing music? 
Theoretical Framework 
The conceptual fra mework of th is s tudy inc luded re fl ecti ve thi nking and 
constructivism. As de fined by Dewey (l 933), reflective thinking is based on a fund of 
experiences providing a bas is of prior academic knowledge, practical eltperiencc, af-
fective reactions, and imagination. T he listener may gain another perspective on the 
same music by thinking from such a position, informed by these reflections. Using a 
constructivist approach, Bamberger suggested that understanding music and learning 
music are both ac ts of perceptual problem-solving ( 1972 & 1982). Particularly in lis-
tening tasks, Bamberger ( 1991 ) stated that people organize sound as it is occurring and 
engage in a meta-cogniti ve process, termed "rcllec tion-in-action," by alternatively 
considering their reflections of an eJtperience in drawings or words and remembering 
the listening experie nce itself. 
In the framework for this study, I considered what facets o f music are in fact 
informing the participancs as they listen to music . Perhaps the participants respond in 
ways re lated to thei r musical experiences, suggesting that aspects such as style are 
more importanl in the participants' minds than the component elements of music, such 
as tempo, instrumentation, and dynamics. Although musical thought may be inher-
ently different than verbal thought (Cutietta & Thompson, 2000), children's verbal 
reports after listening to music can reveal how they organize their listening experi-
ences (Rodrigue z & Webster, I 997). To account for both these views of describing 
music with words, the framework for my study included verbal reports as well as writ-
ten descriptors, and solutions to a nonverbal musical task (i.e. smting musical examples 
into groups). 
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Literature Review 
Several psychological theories of behavior and c.:ognition have influcrn.:ed mus ic 
educators' understanding of music listening (Cucietta & Taetle, 2002). While behav-
ioral theories have been useful in terms of delivering instruction to classes, researchers 
using a constructivist parad igm have proposed models that addn::ss the individual's 
music listening experience. For example, Bamberger ( 199 1) proposed a constructivist 
approach to children's musical development and models of music learning that attend 
to the unique nature of the listener 's musical experience and perception as related to 
cognition. She investigated the development of musical intUJtion by analyzing figural 
and formal representations of music. While Bamberger 's work included musical nota-
tion systems and developmental models, I limited my investigation to fifth-grade students 
listening to and sorting musical examples. 
In a developmental study, Rodriguez and Webster (1997) used one ten-measure 
eJtcerpl from Hindemith 's .. Mathis Der Mahler" as the musical e Jtample to invescigate 
the responses of thirty-three students from kindergarten to grade five. The authors 
found that verbal reports provided a window into the world of the participants ' eJtperi-
ences of music l istening. By asking participants to describe their experience, researchers 
could extract the most salient and pertinent details from their eJt perience, suggesting 
that verbal data may be a valid means of explaining a participant's musical experience. 
Rodriguez and Webster fou nd a trend suggesting that the responses of fourch and fifth-
graders were more global and reflective of emotional experiences than the responses 
of younger students. While their study was developmental in nature with one specific 
musical example, the current study employed a wide variety of musical eJtamples with 
subjects of the same developmental level. 
Conversely, Cutietta and Thompson (2000) investigated the effect of participation 
general music classes and private· instrumental instruction on fifth- and sixth-gradc 
students' descriptions of an excerpt from the third movement Mozart's "Symphony 
No. 38." The authors found that the students' mus ical responses fell into five catego-
ries: dynamics, cempo, pitch, instrumentation, and texture or flow. Every student made 
affective references as well as analogies and metaphors, termed "nonmusical responses" 
by the authors, while usually only two or three of the fi ve musical categories were 
mentioned by the participants. T he authors found that music instruction was associated 
with a difference in textural responses, related to the flow of the music. Cutietta and 
Thompson questioned the accuracy of verbal descriptors and found that they wen: an 
incomplete measure of children 's musical understanding; instead the authors advo-
cated a more participatory approach to music instruction. In this study, I acknowledge 
the limitations in using verbal reports to describe music; l also augmented my mvesti -
gation with a musical sorting task that actively involved the participants. 
Radocy ( 1990) researched fourth-grade, seventh-grade, and high school student~· 
immediate reactions to musical excepts and found three major categories of responses: 
musical classifica tions, extramusical associations, and likes or dislikes. He found that 
fourth-grade students attended to tonal (musical) properties, while the seventh-grade 
students made value judgments, and che high school students made more balanced 
observations. Radocy also found that with increasing age, the subjects tended to use 
more global characterizations and fewer detail-oriented descriptors of the music. While 
Radocy's study is related to my investigation, students were not required to sort musi-
cal examples and were given no opportunity to reflect on the ir listening experiences in 
Radocy's investigation. 
Similarly, Flowers ( 1984) studied the responses of children and untrained adults 
to eight selections of piano music by Kabalevsky, Villa Lobos, and Khatchaturian. She 
found a hierarchy of verbal descriptors: extramusical, tim bre, tempo, and dynamics. 
Flowers reported that listeners most often use analogies or descriptors that are not 
inherently musical such as "snakes and lizards" to describe violins playing descending 
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minor seconds. Reviewing this study, Flowers ( 1990) asserted that children naturally 
use extramusical analogies and images to describe music and therefore suggested that 
such descriptors are effoctive ways of focusing their attention during listening. While 
my study considered similar factors, I did not propose a hierarchy, and I focused on 
participants ' responses qualitatively. 
Setting/Context 
The setting of this study was Park Side School (all names used in this study arc 
pseudonyms), a public K-5 school in the southwestern United States. There, approxi-
mately 350 children enrolled at the school attended two half-hour general music classes 
per week. The participants in the study were members of either the orchestra or band 
and had played an ins trument for al least one year; many of them had several years' 
experience and some played more than one instrument. The participants attended a 
before-school band or orchestra rehearsal twice a week and rented their instruments. 
suggesting their families had the financial means necessary to provide transportation 
to and from school as we ll as to rent musical instruments. 
I consulted with Mr. Rothman, one of the fifth grade teachers, to find candidates 
fo r this study. He and I made a list of those students who had participated in band or 
orchestra for at least a year. As one of the classroom music teachers . I relied on my expe-
rience of the children in the weekly general music class as I engaged in purposeful sampling 
(Maxwell , 1996) to limit the selection of students to those who would be likely to respond 
positively in an interview situation. The resulting group of eight participants was small 
enough fit the scope o f this study, yet large enough to provide a variety of data. 
Participants 
The participants were fifth-grade students who were willing to partic ipate in the 
study and who had played a musical instrument for at least o ne year. The e ight partici -
pants in this study included Caucasian, Asian, and Hispanic ethnicities as well as male 
and fe male genders. They all played in either the school band or school orchestra, and 
all the participants had at least a year of instrumental music experience. These partici-
pants had all received nearly fi ve years of public school general music education, as 
well as specific instrumental instruction for a year or m ore. See Table 1 for a summary 
of participants' instrumental experience. 
Table 1. 
Summary of Participants' Instrumental Experience 
Participant lnstrument(s) Year(s) of Experience 
Abby Clarinet Two 
Bethany Violin Three 
Carl Trumpet Two 
Organ Three 
Diego Trumpet One 
Emily Violin Two 
Fran Clarinet Two 
Violin Three 
Piano Five 
Gill Viola One 
Haleigh Clarinet Two 
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Data Collection 
To address my first research question (How do elementary instrumental ists cat-
egorize unfamiliar music'') , l worked with each participant individually. I demonstrated 
how to use a laptop computer to play musical examples by clicking on one cell of a 
practice listening matrix. Each cell was numbered and linked to an audio file that played 
one of the musical examples. T he practice examples I used included "Jupiter" from 
Holst's The Planets Suite, "Listen to Your Heart" from Little Feat 's Let II Roll CD, and 
Vollenweider's "The Years in the Forest" on his Eolian Minstrel CD. I played one of 
the practice examples and demonstrated how I would write or draw something to re-
member how the music went. I then asked the partic ipant if he or she understood the 
task. If the participant did not understand the task, I repeated the demonstration with 
another example. Every participant reported they understood the task after one or two 
demonstrations. I then had the participant listen to each of the fifteen musical examples 
by cl icking on one cell of the three-by-five listening matrix to play the mus ical ex-
amples one at a time. I then instructed the participant to listen lo the fifteen examples in 
any order they c hose and to write something about each example on a separate card to 
help them remember how the music went. After the participant finished !istening to all 
the examples and writing or drawing something to remember the music , I asked the 
participant to sort the cards into groups. I observed the participants w.hile they per-
formed this task to augment my investigation of the first research quesllon . 
To address my second research question (How much attention do students give 
discrete musical elements as compared to global musical characteristics when describ-
ing music?), I interviewed the students immediately after they had completed the sorting 
task to explore their listening experience. I asked them why they arranged the musical 
examples the way they chose, what name they would give each group, and what they 
remembered about the music. 
I used musical examples that illustrated a wide variety of tempos (speed), timbres 
(different instruments), styles (musical period) , and dynamics (loud and soft) . The music 
was selected to avoid prior knowledge of specific musical pieces; in almost every case, 
the participants were unfamiliar with the musical examples. The .selected 1~usical e~­
amples had no words that the participants could understand to assist the parttc1pants tn 
focusing on the music instead of any lyrics. I drew from a variety of s<?urces fo r the 
musical examples; songs and chants perform~d by th~ Wagog~, Mao~1: and Tuv.ian 
peoples as well as contemporary Western music were mcluded m the f11teen musical 
examples. Popular se lections were also used , including blues, jazz. a.nd bluegrass . r~­
cordings from a varie ty of sources. Music from Enya, Billy Joel, Little Feat, Philip 
Glass, and ·'Ri verdance" was also inc luded as well as several selections from the Me-
dieval, Baroque, Renaissance, twentieth-century, and contemporary eras. Traditional 
Western art music included Gregorian chant, a Re naissance chanson, a Scarla tti so-
nata, as well as Stravinsky's "Rite of Spring" and Reich's ''Violin Phase." 1n short, the 
participants had a smorgasbord of music to sample in this study, providing them 
ample opportunities to compare, consider, and reflect on the varied nature of their 
listening experiences. 
I collected data using four methods: a musical sorting task, observations during 
the listening session, an interview immediately fo llowing the task, and the students' 
written descriptors of the music they heard. I conducted the study in a quiet conference 
room so that I could observe the partic ipants while they listened to the examples, made 
noies on index cards, and sorted them into gro ups. 1 collected additional data through 
observations of the participants while they performed the listening and sorting task. I 
then interviewed the participants 10 understand their thinking and investigate their rea-
sons for sorting the cards as 1hey did. I also collected data from the participants' sorting 
of the cards (i .e. how many groups, what examples arc grouped together, and what 
illustrations or notes the partic ipant made on the card). 
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Observations 
The participants were all cooperative and fo llowed instruction for the various tasks. 
Some of the participants were more animated than others, yet all performed the musi-
cal tas~ seriously and thoughtfully. Every participant li stened to the examples 
sequenllally, except Bethany, who skipped around the three-by-five matrix of examples 
but seemed contem to search for the matching card. She gazed out of the laroe second-
stor~ _window fro1:i time to time yet remained focused on the task throughout. One 
part1c1pant, Carl , listened to the musical examples eagerly and chose to listen to them 
repeatedly. He was thorough, animated, yet methodical; he seemed comfortable in re-
vi~wing and sorting ~he examples after some reflection. Other participants, such as 
D1~go, Fran, an? Haleigh, se_emed intent and matter-of-fact during the task. They worked 
qu ickly, wrote ideas on their cards while the examples were sti ll playing, and paused 
onl~ occastonal_ly to reflect on the music. Hale igh and Fran went through the music 
rapidly takmg tune to hear each example only once. Fran seemed to know what she 
was listening for and frequently stopped the short excerpts whe n she had written her 
succinct description and was ready to go on to the next example. Emily, however, 
seemed perplexed at times and once asked me how many descriptors she I)eeded to 
wnte; 1 told her as many as she net!ded to remember how the music went. Finally, Gi ll 
askc_d me to help him write the descriptors for him. He struggled with sorting the 
musical examples yet completed the task with my assistance. 
Data Analysis 
T he methodology I used was an adapted Q sort technique as described by Best 
and Kahn ( 1998), in which the participants sorted fifteen cards into groups according 
to how the music sounded to them. I modified the Q son technique by using musical 
e_x_ampl<:_s_instead of written descriptors, and reduced the number of items from forty or 
f1tty_ to t1lteen, given the age of the participants and the challenge of remembering the 
musical examples. I also modified the goal of this methodology by assessing partici -
pants' grouping strategies instead of determining participants' attitudes. After I began 
codmg the d~ta, I consul_ted with music professors and graduate students using peer 
checks to rev iew and revise the data analysis process. 
The data collected for this study were in three main forms: categorization of the 
m.usical ex_amples !.nto groups, written descriptions of the music, and oral descriptions 
~t the music .. The ft_rst source of data was the number and method of sorting the music 
mto groups, mcludmg the group names. The written de~criptions were in the form of 
words or phrases writtt:n by the participant on index cards to which they referred as 
they sorted the examples into groups. The oral descriptions were taken from interviews 
wi th the participants immediately after they had sorted the examples. As a method of 
investi~ati ng the thinking process, I looked for consistency in each participant's group-
mg, wrllten, and oral data. For each participant. I found that data from different sources 
were s imilar to each other. Agreement across data sources provided evidence of trian-
gulation based on multiple data sourct:s. 
_Additio~all y, I collected observational data while the participants performed the 
i:ius1cal sorting_ task. These observations gave me a way to describe the participants' 
ltstcnmg behavior;_ I compa~~d their listening strategies wi th their grouping, written, 
and oral data as evidence ot further congruence or inconsistency among the different 
data sources. 
Afte~· scanning tht: interviews. musical groupings, and written descriptors, I sorted 
the descnptors into categories based on similarity. Within the categories, l analyzed 
the ~ata based OJ~ theme~ that t!mergcd within the participants· descriptors (Rossman & 
~alhs, 1998). ~tte: cod.mg the data, I found that the descriptors, responses, and group-
mgs tended to tall mto tour broad categories: musical, associative, affective. and other. 
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(Sec Appendix A for the coding display) . T he mus ical descriptors were re lated to in-
struments, tempo (speed), volume. melody or pitch, rhythm, and styles. Examples of 
these descriptors were: .. maracas," ' 'long notes." "loud," "high and low," "lots of rests 
in it," and "jazzy." The associative descriptors were related to objects and expt:riences 
that were not musical themselves. Examples of associative themes were: ··a train trying 
to stop" and "war." Affective descriptors were descriptors such as: .. scary," "eerie," 
and "happy." Other descriptors were general terms such as .. same" and "different.'' 
Findings 
I found that the students' written . oral, and grouping descriptors constituted four 
themes: musical, associative, affective, and other descriptors. These four themes indi-
cated the categories the partic ipants used to sort the musical examples. and the ir 
descriptors articulated what features of the music captured their attention. Within the 
associative and musical descriptors, I found several sub-themes which highlighted with 
mort! specificity the methods used by the participants to describe the musical examples. 
Regarding my first research question concerning how elementary students cat-
egorize unfamiliar music, I found that the most commonly used descriptors were musical 
terms and elements. The participants used these kind of descriptors for almost half of 
the groupings. These responses indicated simplistic as well as sophisticated terms such 
as: "brass," "long notes," "singing," "string, instruments and singing," ''fast played," 
"maracas," .. two people song," '"rest," "fiddle," "round," '"drum and violin," "hymn:· 
"woman's voice," .. s low, not old," and .. many instruments and piano." Genre-based 
descriptors included: ··1raditional," ··country," "serious," "theme," "foreign," "jazz," 
"choir," "cla~sical." "indian,'' "medieval," and "Irish." 
Partic ipants also grouped the .music accord ing to the extramusical image~ they 
associated with what they ht:ard for more than a third of the examples. For example. 
the participants created these group names associated with their listening experience: 
.. Louisiana trip," "war." ··bouncy." ·'church," "big cities," ··an old west town," "'differ-
ent countries," "lullaby,'' "marching," "African voice,'' .. fiesta,'' "spiritual dance." 
··chapel music," .. royal," "old days party," "indian ceremony," and '"fast movie mus ic." 
Affective descriptors were used to categorize the music in only nine instances: 
these group names reflected their subjective responses including: ··scary," "fancy," 
'"serious." "sad," '"happy," "relaxing," and "peaceful." Finally. the terms .. same" and 
"different"' were used twice by two of the participams to aid in sorting the music. 
Elemental Music Descriptors 
Over half the descriptors used by the participants were specifically musical in 
nature. The musical examples provided the part icipants wi th an opportun ity to use 
musical vocabulary to describe and categorize the music . Of the musical descriptors 
used, most occurred more than once. Perhaps these were from a .. bank" of prior knowl-
edge, part of the students' learned music vocabulary. Instrumental descriptors accounted 
for more than one-third of the musical descriptors; these terms such as "maracas," 
"violin,'' and .. singing" appeared most salient and readily dbcerniblc to the partici-
pants. Stylistic terms also ac<.:ountcd for many of the musical descriptors; examples of 
these responses reiterated genres of music such as "country,'' "classical," "jazz," and 
related categories. Frequently found in retail stores, these stylistic descriptions could 
also be part of the participants' learned vocabulary; perhaps these descriptors were a 
prescribed way of talking about and classifying music. Other re~ponses described the 
tempo (speed), rhythm, and melody of the music; these terms were limited to simpli~­
tic terms such as .. fast," "slow," .. beat," "steady," "high," and "low." T hese descriptors 
were more seldom used and suggest that the participants paid less attention to these 
aspects of the music when categorizing and remember the examples. Occasional ly. the 
pa11icipants used musical descriptors about the volume of an example: .. loud" was 
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used a fow times and suggests that this element of music may have been the least 
salient to the participants. 
To address my last research question concerning how participants' focus of atten-
tion is associated with the meaning they attach to music, I examined groups within the 
musical descriptors. As these data specified discrete musical elements, they formed 
sub-themes within the musical descriptors. I fou nd that the instrumental descriptors 
were the most frequently used, accounting for over one-third of the musical descrip-
tors. Examples of this sub-theme were: "banjo," "singing," ··maraca," "trnmpet," "duet," 
and "violin." Another category of musical descriptor focused on musical style; the 
descriptors in this category included: ··country," "jazz." "opera," bluegrass," and "clas-
sical." The music's tempo or speed was another sub-theme, in which the participants 
responded with only variations of "fast/faster," or "slow/slower." The rhythmic com-
ponent of the music was also a sub-theme, for which the participants responded: "beat," 
"steady," "upbeat," "quarter notes," and ·•rests ." The music's pitch or melody was an-
other sub-theme to which the participants responded: "high," "low," and "melody." 
The participants responded to the music's volume with variations on "loud." Finally, 
the participants indicated their awareness of the musical texture with descriptors such 
as "background." and "round." The most obvious and numerous musical descriptors 
refen-ed to instruments, the voice, and singing. The stylistic descriptors were used less 
often, but more frequently than descriptors of the musical rhythm, tempo. melody, 
volume, or texture. 
Even though I demonstrated an illustration instead of writing words during the 
practice examples, I found that all but one of the participants chose to use written 
words to describe thei r thoughts . Carl made four-line staff notations, which he called 
"drawings." Examples of these were: 
"war. marching" ¥.::_.:--:-~~rr:-=--r----=- "long notes.. f =r-= rr --- r= 
"wazzup" ¥:-~ ~ and 
"repeat beat, two people in the background" ~-:-:~:-=;.=q 
Carl's descriptors indicated that he remembered and used learned ways of describing 
music, an example of what Dewey ( 1933) termed a "funded experience," even though 
his famili arity with standard staff notation is still developing. In his written descrip-
tors, he used terms such as "long notes," "repeat beat," and" background," also indicating 
prior musical knowledge. In addition, Carl revealed several associative connections 
with the use of extrarnusical terms such as "war," ''marching," and "wazzup" (a refer-
ence to a "Mountain Dew" commercial). In these four examples, Carl indicated both 
musical and extramusical ways of knowing; he chose LO express each of these ex-
amples in ways he would best remember them. 
Even though over half of the participants' responses were specifically musical. 
they were all verbal. These four staff "drawings" point out a notable exception. Carl 
was the only participant to use any kind of drawing; this suggests that, to the partici-
pants, the musical terms and ways of representing sound may not be as familiar or as 
natural as illustrations or staff notation. or that they had no need to use illustrations to 
remember the music. This finding may also be explained by the lack of any structured 
a11 education program at Park Side School. 
Extramusical Associations 
I found four categories within the associative descriptors suggesting specific types 
of extramusical associations the pUJticipants made with the music. One sub-theme linked 
music to movie or television as demonstrated by the descriptors: ''The Lion King," 
''an actor in a movie is doing something carefully," '"Wazzup,' in the Mountain Dew 
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commercial," and" jazz movie." These descriptors re fer to media which correspond to 
students' listening experiences. The second sub-theme within the associative descrip-
tors referred to religion and spirituality. The pa11icipants described some of the music 
as: "worship," " mourn the dead," "chapel," "priests chant," "hymn," "spiritual ," and 
"from one of the gods." Descriptors in this group may refer to religious ceremonies or 
the ideas embodied in spiritual services. The third sub-theme related to kinesthetic 
descriptors, describing the motion that the participants heard in the music. Examples 
of these descriptors were: "running," "marching," "full of life," "ball room ... ·• dance," 
"bouncing up and down," and " it is like a train trying to stop." A fourth sub-theme 
demonstrated the cultural associations the participants made with the music. Examples 
of these descriptors were: ·'Native Americans," "African," "ceremony," "Mexican," 
"South American," "England," and "another country." 
The descriptors that linked music to extramusical images or experiences were 
used in about one-third of the responses. Examples of these descriptors included: "Alice 
in Wonderland," "lullaby," dramatic," " me and my dad," "queens," "Louisiana trip," 
and "wind." Such descriptors illustrated the connection the participants made to the 
music from their own lives. I found that most of the associative descriptors occurred 
only once, as might be expected if these descriptors were specific to the participant's 
personal extramusical experiences. From "energetic" and "full of life" to "museum" 
and ··wazzup," these descriptors illustrated the wide variety in both the musical ex-
amples and the participants' associated experiences. 
Affective Descriptors 
Affective descriptors were those terms which named or described a feeling the 
participants attached to the music. Pa11icipants' affective responses were also varied, 
yet several affective descriptors were repeated by some of the participants. Examples 
of these descriptors were: ''something bad or sad would happen," "calm," "nice," 
"funny." "scary," and "happy." Two repeated terms were "like." or "didn' t like"; par-
ticipants used these descriptors to classify music in a few cases. 
Other Descriptors 
The other genera l descriptors wen~ limited to terms such as "same." "different," 
and "another." Frequently, the participants depicted their own sorting process as bi-
nary, either same or different. However, I inquired into the sorting and thought processes 
during the interviews. and the participants explained in greater detail, at times discuss-
ing one category of descriptor in terms of another. I found that Carl, for example, 
described his own thoughts as he was grouping the music beginning with "different" 
and ''the same" foIJowed by explanations in terms of "rhythm" and "beat." I reminded 
him of that comment in his interview: 
DJ: You said something interesting before. You said, ''They' re all differ-
ent but they' re all the same in a weird way." You said, "They all have a 
beat that measures out." 
C: Wait .. . they sound all the same once you listen to them, and then it 's 
hard to explain why they' re different. 
DJ: Um, but they arc different? 
C: They are different. It's hard to explain them all. 
DJ: Was it too hard? 
C: No. 
DJ: Ok. good. What made them different? 
C: The bass. 
DJ: Anything else that made them different? 
C: The . . . how long the beats were and how long they lasted. 
DJ : Ok 
C: Like some of the things, how you taught us in class, how it'd be .. . 
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like Mrs. Jackson taught us, like sorta [ht: claps twice] counting and 
clapping the beat. that sorta helped me. 
DJ: The rhythm? 
C: Tho:: rhythm. 
DJ: Ok, good. But they sounded the same in a weird way. 
C: Jn a really weird way. T hat 's how J thouoht them all out. 
3/8/02 ° 
How Carl "t~ought out" the music was to recall a musical element and compare the 
examples. His attention to the rhythm demonstrated his understanding of the underly-
ing pulse and regular cadence. whi le he also heard rhythmic and stylistic differences 
among the examples. 
Grouping Patterns 
After listening to all fifteen examples as many times as they wanted, the partici-
pants sorted the music into groups of their own design. Gill and Fran created elevt!n 
diffcr~nt groups. Carl and Emil~ sorted examples into nine groups while Abby and Haleigh 
had eight groups. Howevt!r, Diego and Bethany formed only six groups. Perhaps the 
smallt!r number of groups used indicated that they heard many connections a,mong the 
cxampks and made conclusions about their similarities. On the other hand , lhe fewer 
groups a participant used may also indicate indiscriminate grouping and suggest that 
Diego _and Bethany heard fewer connections among the musical examples. 
1 found that most of the participants grouped over ont:-third of the examples s imi-
larly, however t~e. participants used different words to describe the same examples. 
Perhaps the participants grouped these examples togt:ther in a similar fashion but for 
?iffe~ent reasons. I found that thrt!e pairs of examples were typically grouped together; 
'Bas111 St. Blue.s" was groupt:d with " Brass Nation"; Stravinsky's "Rite of Spring," 
was grouped with the excerpt from "Glassworks"; and Reich 's ''Violin Phase" was 
grouped with ~leek's " Blue Mountain Hop." Whilt: the instrumental similarity is obvi-
ous when heanng these examples, all the participants who grouped tht! first pair together 
used both associative and affoctive descriptors as wt:ll as instrumental terms: ''Louisi-
a~a trip," "brass," '"big cities." "happy," "marching," and "jazz." Bethany, E mily, Fran, 
Gill . and Haleigh, who grouped tht: second pair together, also used extramusical lk-
scriptors: ''theme music," "sad," ''slow steady j azz," "jazz movie," and "classical." 
Fin.all y, Carl, Diego, Fran. Gill. and Haleigh who grouped the third pair together. used 
mamly mus1c~l . descriptors:_ "country," "string," "fiddle," nnd "old days party." 
T he participants described congruent clements in the music in difforent terms. 
W~ile the_ participants d~scribed th_t:ir listening experiences differently, they indicated 
a s11mlar listening experience as evidenced by patterns in their groupings. Even though 
the musical examples did not match stylis tically with each other. they did share instru-
~nental similarities (i.e. "Basin St. Blues" and "Brass Nation" arc playt:d on brass 
111struments; Stravinsky's "Rite of Spring," and ''Glassworks" have an orchestral sound 
with varied instrumentation ; and Reich's "Violin Phase" and "Blue Mountain Hop" are 
both played on stringcd instruments ). This finding suggests that ins trumt:ntal timbre 
was one reason for these grouping patterns. 
l:'alf ot: the participants grouped three examples in a category by thcmsel ves. The 
Maon '"Action Son~" had its own category in most of thc participants' groupings; this 
examplt: was described wi th a reference to "African vo ice," or "singing in some lan-
guage." Howt!vt:r. Carl took a different tactic and used the phonetic spelling of the 
song's lyri~."addya," as. his original descriptor. Similarly, the excerpt from En ya 's "Athair 
Ar Neamh was described as: "a lullaby," "peaceful ," "women," "slow not old," and 
"rdaxing women's music." Also, the Renaissance chanson "Tant que vi vray" had its 
own group 111 most of the categorizations; it was described as: "a play of opera sino-
ers," ."t~o pe~ple song," "round g roup," and "choir." Comparing these difft:re~t 
descnpt1ons ot the same musical examples suggests that the participanrs heard similar 
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elements 111 these t:xamplcs as articulated by the similarity of their descriptors. Tht: 
music they heard. however, was diffcrenr enough from the otht:r examples for Lht:m to 
create a unique: group. 
Conclusion 
Jn this study, l sought to examine the musical thought processes involved in com-
paring, grouping, and describing music from an elementary student's perspective. For 
this purpose, I designed a musical task in which the participants. all fifth-graders with 
instrumental music experience, listened to, described, and sorted a variety of musical 
examples from around the world. 1 found that four categories of descriptors emerged 
from the participants' rt!sponses: musical terms, affective terms, associative terms, and 
other descriptors. Additionally, l asked the participants reflective questions during in-
dividual interviews to explore the musically based strategics which the participants 
used as they sorted the t!Xamplcs. 
Most often, the participants ust:d standard mus ical vocabulary terms to describe 
and categorize the musical examples (e.g. "rests," "quarter notes," "jazzy," and "vio-
lin"). Among these descriptors, ins trumental terms frequently characterized their 
responses. The use of musical terms used to describe music was not unexpected; par-
ticipants used most of the musical terms more than once, suggt:sting that participants 
Wt!rt! us ing a ''bank" of terms learned iu a musical context. In addition to instrumental 
terms, stylistic descriptors and elemt:uts of the music characterized participants' musi-
cal term responst:s. 
I also found that the participants used a substantial number of references to 
extramusical experiences in their descriptions. The extramusical associations were of-
ten based on personal experiences pa11icular to each participant; however, 1 found four 
recurring sub-themes (TV and movies, religion/spirituality, kinesthetic actions. and 
cultures) that were common to many of the participants. Perhaps the participants had 
some common extramusical experiences suggested by the sub-themes to which they 
associated the musical examples. Nevertheless, most of the associations in panic i-
pants' descriptions occurred only once; as expected, extrarnusical dt!scriptors were 
specific to each panicipant's personal life experiences. 
Participants used affective descriptors (t!. g. "happy," "prt:tty", and "scary") with 
less frequency than musical terms or extramusical associations, possibly indicating 
they thought affective: descriptors were less appropriate than other rt!sponses. Partici-
pants could have also had less emotionnl involvement in the music as compared LO 
prior knowledge and related experiences. In either case. both the affective and 
extramusical descriptors were used in a similar manner by the participants; some af-
fective descriptors wt:re individually varied by participant while other descriptors were 
common among several participants. 
Other descriptors completed the four categories of responses used by tht: partici-
pants. The remaining descriptors were used least frequentl y and revealed that the 
participants used binary descriptors to characterize the examples; "same," "different." 
and "another" were commonly used descriptors in this category. The use of these other 
descriptors indicated thought process of comparing and contrasting the examples in 
the absence of musical, associative, and affective descriptors. 
Finally, during interviews following the sorting process, similar strategies for sorting 
and describing tht: examples became evidt:nt. J asked the participants about the process 
of sorting the music in an effort to encourage reflection-in-action, a proct!ss particu-
larly appropriate for music listening (Bamberger, 1991 J. Most of the participants grouped 
some of tht: examples similarly, but used different words to dt:scribe the same ex-
amples. As might be expected given the commonality in participants' musical experience, 
instrumental timbre played a part in grouping strat~gies. The variety of descriptors and 
grouping patterns, however, indicated that instrumental timbre was not an overriding 
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factor. I noted both similarities and differences in participants' responses, indicated by 
common grouping patterns and differences in the number of groups. 
Discussion/Implications 
This study of students' listening experiences has implications for both practicing 
music teachers and music researchers. Listening to music is one of the most common 
activities in the general music classroom (Fiske, 1997). By understanding how stu-
dents actually listen to music, educators and researches may design more informed 
approaches to music appreciation and to music listening. I found evidence suggesting 
that the extramusical associations the participants used were highly specific and fre-
quently based on their past experiences. While there were many instances of repeated 
tenns in the musical descriptors, the associative and affective descriptors tended to be 
more singular and varied. From a constructivist frame of reference, the participants 
understood the music in terms they could articulate and remember. My findings are in 
agreement with Cutietta's (1985) assertion that personally-based meanings are a way 
listeners make sense of unfamiliar music. 
My findings also concur with the categories of descriptors found in previous in-
vestigations of liste ners' responses (Flowers, 1984, 1990; Radocy, 1990). For example. 
musical classifications, extramusical associations, and likes and di slikes were used by 
similar listeners to describe musical examples. However, I found that the musical de-
scriptors used by the participants were more varied and sophisticated than those found 
by Cutietta and Thompson (2000) who reported that a similar group of fifth- and sixth-
grade students demonstrated a lack of musical terminology and even the most basic 
terms to describe an excerpt from Mozart' s "Symphony No. 38." The greater variety of 
musical material in my study may have contributed to this difference. 
Threats to the credibility of this study included the possibility that the participants 
attempted to respond with the "right answer," instead of providing me with an authen-
tic view of their thought processes. However, the number and type of associative 
responses suggest that the participants were not trying to please me directly. Addition-
all y, I took every measure to encourage the participants to use whatever descriptors 
would help them remember the music. In my interviews, I also emphasized the rea-
sons, not the results, of the musical task. A limitation of this study is its inclusion of 
only upper-elementary students with instrumental music experience. Finally, studying 
a larger number of participants could have yielded more data and possibly revealed 
different categories of responses to music listening. Future research usino more in-
depth interviews as well as studying more participants with a variety ;f musical 
experiences. demographics, and personal backgrounds is necessary for transferabil ity. 
Implications of this study for educators include e valuating how s tudents actually 
listen to music, using in their own words, to provide a more complete understanding of 
their musical experiences. As Rodriguez and Webster (1997) wrote, "simply asking chil-
dren what and how they think about music reveals strategies for musical understanding 
and valuing" [emphasis in original] (p. 9). As indicated by the findings of this study, 
students understand music in affective terms and extramusical associations as well as 
throug~ learnc_d musical vocabulary. Implications for music education include adapting 
mus1~ instruction to_ reflect these understandings. Instead of teaching music analytically 
and piecemeal, music teachers could approach music from the students' own lived expe-
riences. By honoring all the categories of responses children have to music, music educators 
can facilitate more interesting and meaningful listening experiences in the classroom. 
From a constructivist perspective, students could create and value their own musical 
reality in the terms they best understand, their own feelings and memories. 
During the past twenty years, general music educators have begun to expand their 
focus beyond musical terms and background knowledge to include musical thinking 
and proble m solving. Continuing research supporting this trend in general music ac-
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tivities should include intellectual and emotional responses to increase meaningful music 
listening (Madsen, 2000). Implications of the current study include supporting prob-
lem solving and thoughtful lis tening skills in music listening and learn ing tasks. Future 
research may develop insights into participants' musical thinking as demonstrated by 
their listening experiences and strategies. Regardless of the variety in listeners' lived 
experiences, there may be common aspects of the musical e xperience that rely on 
memory and emotions. Musical thought, then, may provide a link between cognition 
and feeling. Since thoughts are not emotion-free nor are emotions thoughtless (Dressel, 
1988), both affect and cognition may play a part in music listening as evidenced by 
participants' responses. implications for thinki ng and music listening include promot-
ing higher-order thinking skills such as comparing and contrasting musical examples 
based on both learned vocabulary and extramusical references. Developing future studies 
based on rich qual itative data might provide valuable insights into the nature of musi-
cal thinking. 
APPENDIX A: Coding Display with Examples 
fast, slow, loud, beat, 
high, low, instruments, 
jazz, country, & classical 
Associative 
Descriptors 
war, movies, 
indians, ballroom, 
Africa, party, & dance 
Affective 
Descriptors 
happy, scary, eerie, 
good, peaceful, fun, & 
Liked or not liked 
Other Descriptors 
same and different 
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APPENDIX B: Musical References 
Practice Musical Examples: 
Dutoit, C. ( 1987). Jupiter. On The Planets [CD}. New York, NY: London Records. 
Massenburg, G. and Payne, B. (producers) ( 1988). Listen to Your Heart. On Little Fear: let 
It Roll [CD]. USA: Warner Brothers Records. 
Vollenweider, A. ( 1993). The Years in the Forest. On Eolian Minstrel LCD] . New York. NY: 
SBK Records. 
M usical Examples: 
Blumenfeld, L. (Ed.) ( 1993). He Toa Takitini/Ka Tohia Alu Koe/Ki Okoiki-Action Songs 
and Wardance [Maori Pcoplt:J . On Voices of Forgotten Worlds LCD]. Rosily, NY: 
Ellipsis Ans. 
Blumenfeld, L. (Ed. ) ( 1993). Sote Tulifurahia Kama Siku Ya Arusi- lndependence Song 
[Wagogo People]. On Voices of Forgotten Worlds [CD]. Rosily, NY: Ellipsis Arts. 
Blumenfeld, L. (Ed.) (1993). Tuva Kozhangnar- Throat-Singing [Tuvians]. On Voices of 
Forgotten Worlds [CD]. Rosily, NY: Ell ipsis Arts. 
Davis, M. (2000). Brass Nation. On Brass Nation [CD]. USA: Hip-Bone Music. 
Enya. (1995). A thair Ar Neamh. On The Memory of Trees [CD]. Burbank, CA: Reprise 
Records. 
Fleck, B. ( 1999). Blue Mountain Hop. On 111e Bluegrass Sessums- Tales from the Acoustic 
Planet \4)1. 2 [CD]. USA: Warner Brothers. 
Glass, P. (1982). Island. On Glassworks [CD]. New York, New York: CBS Records. 
Joel, B. ( 1989). The Downcaster .. Alexa." On Storm Front [CD]. New York, NY: CBS 
Records. 
Mallinson, J. (producer). (1987). Beale Street Blues. On Canadian Brass-Basin Street 
[CD J. New York, NY: CBS Records. 
Palisca, C. (Ed.) ( 1980). Claudio de Sermisy: Chanson '1'ant que vivray." On Concise Norton 
Recorded Anthology of Western Music [CD] . New York, NY: W.W. Norton and Com-
pany. 
Palisca, C. (Ed.) (1980). Domenico Scarlatti: Sonata in D Major. On Concise Norton Re· 
corded Anthology of We stem Music [CD}. New York. NY: W.W. Noiton and Company. 
Palisca, C. (Ed.) ( 1980). Gregorian Chant: Mass for Christmas Day "Alleluia." On Ccmrise 
Norton Recorded Anthology of Western Music [CD]. New York, NY: W.W. Norton 
and Company. 
Palisca, C. (Ed.) (1980). Igor Stravinsky: Le Sacre du printemps "Danse des adolscentes." 
On Concise Norton Recorded Anthology c>f Westem Music [CD! . New York, NY: W. 
W. Norton and Company. 
Palisca, C. (Ed.) ( 1980). Steve Reich: Violin Phase. On Concise Norton Recorded A111Jwl-
ogy of Western Music [CD]. New York, NY: W. W. Norton and Company. 
Whelan, B. ( 1995). American Wakeffhe Nova Scotia Set. On Riverdance [CD]. USA: Celtic 
Hcarlbeac Ltd. 
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